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CHAPTER I 
Statement of Problem 
Few things are so intriguing to wonder about as human be­
havior . The adult human being becomes a marvelously adaptable , 
competently functioning person within a complex society . How 
he progresses to this point from a beginning as a highly dependent , 
relatively noncapable newborn is a question of great intellectual 
interest and impor:tance (Gagne , 1970 , p .  3). 
Two features of life become relevant when considering man 's progression 
to complex intricacy: (1) growth and development , and (2) learning. 
The present report will concern itself with the latter , i . e .  learning , and 
specifically with visual discrimination learning . 
Leaming has been defined as "a change in human disposition or capa-
bility which can be retained , and which is not simply ascribable to the 
process of growth 11 (Gagne , 1970 , p. 3 ) .  Through his sense organs , man 
perceives his environment and is able to learn. Leaming occurs as the 
learner becomes increasingly skilled in attending to the features of his en-
vironment such as size , color and shape . Most learning comes about when 
the tearner can �uccessfully attend to only the relevant features of a stimulus 
and ignore the irrelevant (Glucksberg , 1 966; Gagne, 1970) . This type of 
learning may be called "discrimination learning" and is directly related to 
"distinctive features 11 or 11 relevant cues. " 
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Several researchers including House and Zeaman (1963) have demonstrated 
that if a child• s attention is drawn to the relevant features of a stimulus on 
one:.: occasion of problem solving or discrimination, he will more quickly at-
tend to those features on future occasions .  Thus he will be better �quipped 
to deal with the situation ,  i . e .  solve the problem or make the discrimination 
(Gagne , 1 970; Trabasso , 1970; House and Zeaman, 1963) . Learning is greatly 
facilitated when relevant cues rather than irrelevant are provided . Careful 
selection of meaningful cues cannot be ignored or haphazardly carried out. 
Travers (196 7) presents a strong argument for this point: 
. The course of learning is greatly influenced by the nature of 
the cues provided. Guidance in learning is a matter of providing 
cues that will help the learner . When these cues should be pro­
vided and what they should be are important aspects of learning 
rese�rch. Knowledge about such matters is necessary if learning 
is to be planned for efficiency. Although this is a matter of cen­
tral importance to the classroom teacher , it is one that has not 
been investigated to any great degree (Travers , 196 7 ,  p .  4 8-49 ) .  
Several' additional researchers have similarly indicated the .need for 
careful stimulus selection and have also reported a lack of systematic re-
search aimed at identifying meaningful stimulus cues (Gagne , 19 70; Denen-
berg , 19 70; Berlyne , 1960) . Little is presently known about what cues are 
meaningful for the child faced with a learning task. 
Though learning can obviously result from stimuluation of any of the 
five sense organs , the channel most frequently used to gain information is 
the visual or a combination of the visual and some other channel. The eye , 
man• s most sensitive sense organ, in combination with one or more of the 
other sense organs accounts for at learn ninety per cent of man's learning 
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(Debes , 1968) . Nearly all educational attempts make use of some type of 
visuals in an effort to make children "visually literate. 11 
Visual literacy refers to a group of vision-competencies a 
human being can develop by seeing and at the same time having 
and integrating other sensory experiences. The development of 
these competencies is fundamental to normal human learning. 
When develo.ped , they enable a visually literate person to dis­
criminate and interpret the visible actions , objects , and/or 
symbols , natural or man-made , that he encounters in his en­
vironment. Through the creative use of these competencies, 
he is able to communicate with others. Through the appre­
ciative use of these competencies , he is able to comprehend 
and enjoy the masterworks of visual communication (First 
National Conference on Visual Literacy , 1969) . 
One such frequent use of viruaJs;in visual literacy training is that of 
visual sequencing. Visual sequential training is an integral part of most 
early childhood education programs , yet little is known about what children 
derive from such educational attempts. Many publishing companies dis-
tribute sequential materials for use in education which might be classified 
as visual perceptual materials or reading readiness drills. Teacher-clinicians 
may either draw from these commercially prepared materials or generate their 
own for use with their children. Sequential activities used in early childhood 
education programs are nearly always centered around stimuli that are adult 
prepared. The young child , for example , may be subjected to several pie-
tures all commu�icating one central, adult idea such as a temporal or cause-
effect sequence. The pictures in the sequence are aimed at enhancing a child's 
ability to derive meaning from visuals, but may , in fact , be falling quite short 
of attaining their goal: 
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Evidence clearly indicates that the ability of visualization 
and sequential memory in youngsters from ages five to eight 
is not adequately developed to enable them to successfully or­
der more than a few ideas in written or oral expression. (La Pol t ,  
196  8) • 
Olson further suggests that it is not that children cannot find meaning-
ful or informative areas of visuals ,  it is that they do not know what is likely 
to be informative or meaningful . "In line with the theory of selective atten-
tion it may be suggested that the examination of a stimulus is never done 
naively; it always reflects the as sumptions of the viewer as to what cues 
are likely to be informative for subsequent purposes (Olson, 1 9 7 0 ,  p .  165) . 
In other words , there may be a mismatch between what adults expect a child 
to attend to and what he actually does . When a child fails to be succes sful 
in visual sequential activities it may only mean that the cues are irrelevant 
for him , though they are relevant for the adult. 
Such negative reports do not suggest the need to abandon visual se-
quential activities ,  but does suggest reform . Systematic research should 
be carried out until more is known about what visuals do to children. The need 
for children to derive meaning from visual stimuli has long been recognized . 
In 1947 Kelly stated that "the most important factor in education becomes 
the c;trrangements that the one to be educated makes V.Vith his environment 
through hil? senses , . or which vision is the most important (Kelly, 1947) .  
The importance of the development of these vision r comi:etencies and their 
integration to other sensory modalities cannot be over-emphasized . A child 
very early in life appears to develop what has been called a "visual vocabulary . "  
. 
. 
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His frequent observations of a sequence of visual events and his atten-
tion to the features of the events allow him to learn to interpret its meaning , 
or, in effec t ,  11 read� it . 11 
A child receives practice in making visual choices when either attends 
or fails to attend to the visual phenomena around him . He should learn 
to draw conclusions from what he sees in an order and variety that satisfies 
his own needs . Debes (1968) describes this act as  a satisfaction of the 
"hunting reaction 11 or the need for proprioceptive involvement. The need to 
·do one ' s  .own cognitive ordering in response to one ' s  own ide.a of unfulfilled 
information should thus be satisfied . The present use of visuals .in the edu-
. 
. 
cational process is , however , determined by adults in response to. a<;l.ults' 
perceptions and feelings . The child's cognitive development is largely 
being shaped not by his own choices of relevant cues but by- adults ' .  Use of 
visuals in the educational process is presently based on two a ssumptions :  
1 .  That teachers can recognize relevant materials ,  whether they 
be commercially or teacher-prepared , for use in their class-
. · rooms , and 
2. That they can adequately judge the significance of the mate­
rials generated by their students .  
If such assumptions are invalid and visual literacy is , indeed , different 
for the child than for the adult , then the teaching-learning process becomes 
less effective . The need for research concerning the effects of visua l s ,  in-
eluding those used in visual sequential activities , thus appears obvious . 
This need for identifying. meaningful parameters of visual sequential 
materials used with children is of great importance to teacher-clinicians 
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working with the "·average" or "normal" child and may take on even greater 
significance when considering the education of the "exceptional" child. 
Cruickshank ( 1967) defines this child as: 
• • •  one who deviates intellectually, physically , socially, 
or emotionally so markedly from what is considered to be nor­
mal growth and development that he cannot receive maximum 
benefit from a regular school program and requires a special 
class or suuplementary instruction and services (Cruickshank , 
1967 ,  p .  3-4.) 
Whether he is functioning above or below the normal child , this ex-
ceptional child needs instruction that is personally more stimulating than 
that which is available in the typical classroom. One such educational 
instruction which might certainly augment learning is that of visual se-
quencing with particular emphasis on appropriate cue selection•. 
The child who is language delayed , for example , has for some reason 
failed to ach�eve receptive and/or expressive communicative competency. 
In an attempt to increase the child 1 s communicative skills , teachers and 
clinicians try many techniques. Recently, two studies have demonstrated 
the ability of visual behavior including visual sequencing to facilitate 
verbal behavior. Strandberg and Griffith (1969) in their work with preschool 
children discovered that those who received visual sequential training talked 
in significantly lo�ger and structurally more complex utterances when de-
scribing picture sequences than did a control group who did not receive 
sequential training . Also , children spoke in longer and more complex Ian-
guage when talking about self-generated sequences than when describing 
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pictures taken of toys . 
Fransecky (1969) , in his work with one hundred black migratory child­
ren, similariy ·found that visual behavior could facilitate verbal behavior. 
His work with the second , third and fourth graders , largely involving se­
quential training, strongy suggested strengthening verbal language through 
visual language. Disadvantaged children who were given opportunities to 
become visually literate were able to. "sharpen self-concepts , deepen their 
environmental awarenes s ,  and discover new parallels in verbal language -
in its phonology, morphology, and syntax" (Fransecky, 1969 , p .  13) . 
These studies have demonstrated the usefulness of visual sequential 
training with one type of exceptional chil d ,  a type which falls below the 
"average 11 or "norm . "  Thus use of sequential training with emphasis on 
distinctive features may also be of value in the educational managment of 
that child who functions above the norm, i . e .  the "gifted" or "talented'' 
child. He is one who may not only be intellectually gifted in "knowing,  
comprehending., and understanding" but may also be gifted in "divergent 
production or creativity" (Dunlap , 196 7 ,  p .  143) . Educational attempts often 
fail to reach this child because schoolwork is not a challenge. Creativity, 
a s  well as his accelerated "knowing,  comprehending , and understanding" 
may die out as the gifted to talented child is molded into a "normal "  child 
by the adult perceptions and feelings of educators . Perhaps cues which are 
meaningful to the educators or even to the average child lack meaningfulness 
for the gifted child and a n·ew set of cues may merit recognition . Implementing 
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a well-designed program of visual sequencing built around the individual 
child , educators may stimulate the uninspired gifted or talented child.  
If the need for careful stimlu.s selection , including the selection of 
visual stimul i ,  has been recognized by many educators and researchers as 
previously emphasized (Gagne , 1970; Denenberg , l970; Berlyne , 1960) , it 
would appear curious that little systematic research has been carried out. 
Moray (1970 , p .  74) suggests that the paucity of research on visual selecti-
vity may be due to technical and conceptual difficulties. The thrust of the 
·, 
present investigation was to solve some of these management problems and 
to determine the effects of child- and adult-generated picture seque�ces on 
young preschool children. 
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Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this investigation was to assess  the ability of pre-
school children to rate commercially prepared and child-generated visual 
sequences for visual sy!1tax and to assess the relationship between visual 
syntax and verbal syntax. Specifically, the following questions were posed 
at the onset of this investigation: 
1 .  ·Can children scale child-generated visual sequences with 
a high degree of reliability ? 
2. Can children scale adult-generated visual sequences with 
a high degree of reliability? 
3 .  Do children speak in significnatly longer and structurally more 
complex utterances when describing child-generated picture 
sequences than when describing adult-generated sequences ? 
4 .  What is the relationship between verbal syntax and visual 
syntax in children's scalings of child-generated sequences ? 
5. What is the relationship between verbal syntax and visual 
syntax in children ' s  scalings of adult-generated sequences ? 
6 .  Does a cross validation group of black children rank order the 
adult-generated sequences in a comparable manner as  the ini­
tial experimental population ? 
7 .  Does a cross validation group of black children rank order the 
child-generated sequences in a comparable manner as the ini­
tial experimental population ? 
CHAPTER II 
Review of Related Literature 
The purpose of this chapter is three-fold: (1) to review the available 
�ypes of psychological scaling methodologies; (2) to revfew the previous 
use of the paired comparison scaling methodology; and (3) to review re-
search in .the area of visual literacy. 
Types of Psychological Scaling . 
The ability of children to rate picture se_quences for visual sy.ntax 
was a question which necessarily involved methodologies of psychological 
scaling . The initial step in this investigation ,  then, became that of identi-
fying a method of psychological scaling for use with young children. 
Psychological scaling methodologies require an observer to assign 
numerals to psychological objects according to the perceptual impact of the 
objects on the observer . A psychological object is "any phrase, slogan , 
person ,  institution, ideal , or idea toward which people can differ with re-
spect to positive or negative effect" (Edwards , 1957). Six discernible 
psychological scaling methodologies exist: constant sum s ,  direct magni-
tude estimation , equal-appearing intervals , rank ordering , successive inter-
vals , and paired comparisons . 
. -10-
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The method of constant sums is a ratio level measurement . The ob-
server in this scaling procedure is asked to assign numerals to Stimulus A 
and Stimulus B according to the degree of existence of some selected variable . 
The two assigned numbers must together equal a predetermined sum , usually 
100 points. Thus , if Stimulus A had three times the perceptual impact of 
Stimulus B on the observer values of seventy-five and twenty-five would be 
assigned, If both stimuli were judged to have equal amounts of the variable 
under investigation fifty points would be assigned to Stimulus A and Stimulus B .  
The two stimuli must always share the number of points in the predetermined 
sum as represented in Figure 1 below. 
C O N S T A N T SU M S  
Figure 1. Scaling continuum representing the psychological 
scaling methodology of constant sums . 
The method of direct magnifude estimation is a ratio level measurement 
which makes .u s� of a sample model from which all other judgments are made. 
Once an arbitrary value is assigned to the first stimulus it becomes the 
standard for all subsequent judgments .  The observer ,  once aware of the 
qualities of the model, judges the degree of positive or .negative approximation 
of the succeeding stimuli to the model and assigns values accordingly. 
-12
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As stressed by Stevens ,(1956) , no limits should be placed upon the ob-
server's assignment of values. This scaling methodology is represented 
in Figure 2. 
D I R E C T M· A G N I T U D E E S T I M A T I 0 N 
Stimulus Model = to 100 
Figure 2. Scaling continuum representing the direct magni­
tude estimation type of psychological scaling. 
The equal-appearing interval type of scaling, represented in Figure 3, 
makes use of whole integer values and is an interval level measurement . 
The observer .rates the degree of existence of some designated quality in 
each stimulus on a scale of equal appearing intervals, such as from one to 
seven where one represents a minimum existence of the quality being scaled ,,  
�even represents a maximum amount , and four is the midpoint between maxi-
mum and minimum . This scaling methodology is widely used in that it 
allows for the comparatively quick management of even a large number of 
samples and can be employed with relatively naive observers, if they can 
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cpmpetently deal with the concept o f  several integer values (Guilford , 
1954 , p .  204) . The obvious disadvantage of the method is that the stimuli 
assignments may result in an end-effect or piling up of the judgements at 
one end of the scale . Thus , for the method to be effective the observer 
should be exposed to the range of the samples so that he might tie down 
the end points , i . e .  be aware of what constitutes minimum and maximum 
existence of the quality being scaled. This scaling precaution would re-
sult in presentation of the stimuli twice , once to acquain the observer with 
the stimuli and once to allow him to scale the stimuli , and would thus 
greatly lengthen the time required to complete the task . 
EQU A L  - A P P E A R I N G  I N T E R V A L S  
(-) � -_·_�--�--4_1 -�
- -
6 --� . (+) � 
Minimal Midpoint Maximum 
Figure 3 .  Scaling continuum representing the equal­
appearing interval type of psychological 
scaling. 
An ordinal level measurement exists in the rank ordering methodology 
which is represented in Figure 4 .  Guilford ( 195 4 ,  p .  178) states that this 
is both a popular and practical method in that it allows maximum amount 
of contact with the stimuli . The observer places stimuli on a continuum of 
high to low in successive fashion. The task is simple when the number of 
stimulus samples is held low but as the number of stimuli increases the 
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difficulty of the rating task increases. 
R A N K O RD E RI N G 
Figure 4 .  Scaling continuum representing the rank order­
ing psychological scaling methodology .. 
Successive intervals is an ordinal level measurement aimed at reducing 
the end-effect produced by equal-appearing intervals. Guilford (�9�4 , p .  34) 
explains the scaling task as "that of judging each of several stimuli as 
belonging in one of a limited number of categories differing quantitatively 
along a defined continuum." This methodoiogy does not predispose that 
judgments are intervally spaced along the scaling continuum as does the 
method of equal-appearing intervals but does assume that the perceptual et=-
fects upon the observer are rank ordered . The task for the observer is simi-
lar to that in equal-appearing intervals , but data analysis is more complex . 
(-) 
SU C C E S S IVE I N T E R V A L S  
I 2 1 � � 
Mid po mt 
I 
6 
(+) � 
Maximum 
Figure 5 .  Scaling continuum representing the successive 
intervals type of psychological scaling. 
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The method of paired comparisons is a simpl� scaling methodology 
of ratio nature which was first described by Thurstone in the 1920' s. 
As stated by Edwards ( 1 95 7, p .  20-2 1 )  "the law of comparitive judgments . • •  
made possible the quantitative investigation of all kinds of values and 
subjective experiences� 11 He further states that this method "assumes 
that for a given Stimulus l there is associated a most frequently a�oused 
or modal discriminal process on a psychological co�tinuum . "  A given sti-
mulus is presented in every possible combination with every other stimulus · 
and the observer simply indicates which member of each pair has a greater 
quantity than the other in some defined respect. This scaling methodology 
is represented in Figure 6 .  
PAIRED COMPA R I SON S 
Figure 6. Scaling continuum representing the paired com­
parisons type of psychological scaling.  
In a study which would require young preschool children to rate materials 
such as visual sequences a technique of psychological scaling was needed 
that required. minimal observer sophistication .  Of the existing methodologies 
just explained the method of paired comparisons seemed the logical choice 
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of measurement. A child would simply have to indicate which member of 
a pair of sequences had the greatest amount of visual syntax . The rejected 
methodologies all required a level of sophistication that young preschool 
children might not possess. 
The feasibility of· using paired comparisons with young children, on the 
other hand, has been reported in the literature. A review of such follows. 
Review of Paired Comparison Studies 
Vance and McCall ( 1934) used the method of paired comparisons in 
their work with thirty-two children between the ages of three year� , six 
months and six years,  four months. The children rated play materials for 
. 
. 
� . 
preference. Forty-eight toys were photographed and prepared into· picture 
form. The ·pictures were then presented to each child individually by com-
pairing each picture consecutively with every other picture. The pictures 
were placed side by side on a small stand . Though the task of having the 
child point at the pictured toy he preferred was effective , the presentation 
of the pictures themselves was weak. Presentation of the pictures in con-
secutive order had the adverse effect of saturating the child with a constant 
picture. Consequently the child frequently indicated a preference for the 
new picture , a choice which might not have reoccured under more optimal 
presentation methods . Despite the weakness of their study , the· investi-
gators recognized the potentiality of the paried comparisons scaling method 
with young children. 
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. • •  the paired comparisons of pictures has some value as 
a method in determining the preferences of children for certain 
types of materials . . • •  It appears concrete and definite and 
affords opportunity for direct contact with the individual child 
(Vance and McCall , 1 93 4 ,  p .  2 76). 
In his work with eighteen children between the ages of three years , ' 
four months and four years , nine months Clifford (1939) also utilized the 
method of paired comparisons. The children rated verbally presented 
stimuli in the areas of physical size, types of fruit , punishment , and 
reward. The subjects at the upper limits of the age range displayed fewer 
circular triads or inconsistencies in their judgments than did the younger 
subjects . The authors suggest caution in the use of paired comparisons 
with children but it should be noted that the routine verbal presentation of 
stimuli m?Y have lacked appeal to the preschoolers , thus effecting their 
results . The investigators conclude that the method of paired comparisons, 
being ·weak ih the abstract areas , showed usefulness in the psychological 
scaling of physical parameters . 
Koch (1933)  worked with seventeen four-year-old children from a nursery 
school program. Utilizing the method of paired comparisons the investigator 
assessed the children!s preferences for playmates. Each child listened to 
pairs of names and was asked which of the two playmates he liked the best . 
The child would scale no more than twenty pairs of names during· each session 
and thus several sessions were required . The study took three months for 
completion. The investigator recognized the weakness of the time element 
and felt that such seriously affected the children's choices . In general , 
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boys tended to like boys and girls liked girls . Unpopular children were 
more inconsistent in their judgments than the other subjects . 
Working with 787 subjects between the ages of si'X }ears and nineteen 
years Thomas (1966) assessed geometric shape preferences through methods 
of paired comparison s .  Preferences were determined by two criterion: the 
shape which the subject designated as  preferred and the shape viewed for 
the longest period of time.  Subjects up  to sixteen years of  age preferred 
more complex stimuli whereas the older subjects showed a systematic de­
creased preference for complexity. There was good correspondence between 
indicated preference and viewing time in even the young elementary subjects , 
a finding which implicates the future utility of the method. 
Furth ( 1 96 1 )  investigated the visual memory skills d deaf· children 
and hearing children utilizing methods of paired comparisons and found that 
the visual memory abilities of deaf and hearing children were comparable 
up to ages ten , after which the hearing children were inferior. His 1 80 
subjects between the ages of seven and twelve years were given visual 
pair-associate tasks . The investigator presented the stimuli in a rather 
cumbersome and inefficient manner. He apparently simply handed a pair 
of colored and lettered cards to the subject. Forty stimulus cards were used. 
In determining children's color preferences Child et al (196 8) used the 
methodology of paired compariso(ls .  Whole classrooms of children from ages 
one to twelve were shown thirty-five pairs of color patches on small cards . 
Uniform presentation of the stimuli was used in;.an attempt to separate similar 
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pairs or two occurences of identical colors . A pair of cards were presented 
side by side on an easel until all pairs had been presented. This procedure 
lacked sophistication and probably resulted in a rather dull and time-consuming 
scaling task . 
In summary , the use of the method of paired comparisons with young 
children appears profitable .  The child involved in this scaling task:: is not 
confronted with a complexity of stimuli all at once but only with one pair 
of stimuli at a time. By a simple pointing gesture or short verbal response 
the child can indicate which member of each pair is preferred. As demon­
strated in the above review , however,  application of the methodology has 
previously be inefficient . Management of the paired stimuli has often been 
dull� cumbersome ,  ?:nd time-consuming. Comprehensive statistical ana-
lysis has often been lacking or not truly revealing of. the results . Most 
investigators report only scale values or discriminal proces ses for each 
stimuli and though this information yields some information concerning the 
subject s '  choices for the various stimuli, reliability information is seldom 
reported. 
Though the methodology has not been previously employed as a scaling 
tool to allow young children to scale visual sequences ,  it appeared pro­
mising and applicable to the needs of the present investigation . 
Review of Visual Literacy Research 
Visual l iteracy research is a fresh area of educational investigation 
though the concepts underlying visual literacy have been widely recognized 
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for some time. Systematic research in the area of visual literacy apparent! y 
had its beginning in 1968 when a small group of speech pathologists launched 
the first investigation with the goals of assessing the effects of visual ma­
terials on verbal language samples. A number of s equel studies have followed 
including the present investigation . 
Mintun ( 1968) investigated the effects of three stimulus media on language 
samples obtained from thirty EMH children. Her eight-year-old subjects , 
divided into groups of ten each , were exposed to either toys , pictures of 
the toys or action films of the objects represented by the toys and language 
samples were obtained. The samples were scored by the Length-Complexity 
Index (LCI) , Mean Length of Response (MLR) " ,  Total Number of Words (TNW) , 
and Number of Different Words (NDW). Due to computation difficulties no 
results were available for the effects of the media on the samples scored by 
the TNW and NDW. The obtained results on the LCI and MLR , however,  in­
dicated that the media did have differential effects on the language samples 
depending on the measurements applied to the samples . The MLR yielded 
no significant differences for the media whereas the LCI, which is currently 
accepted as  the most sophisticated of the four language tools , yielded signi­
ficantly higher language scores for the toys and the films than for the still 
pictures. It should be noted , however, that since the children viewing the 
films tended to described the action in them , the extra points for frequent 
use of the present participle tended to skew the LCI scores evoked from those 
subjects . 
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Later, Strandberg ( 1 969)  replicated the Mintun study using the same 
three media and four language measurements . Her subjects :differed from 
Min tun' s ,  however, in age and intelligence. She used thirty four- and 
. 
. 
five-y�ar-old children of normal or above intelligenc e .  Strani:iberg's re-
sults indicated no statistically significant differences in the language 
samples for the three media , but she suggests that "there is no reason to 
expect that normal and mentally retarded children even of the same mental 
·a ge would respond in the sam� fashion to the stimulus media " since their 
experiences and interests would quite likely differ. Webb ( 1972 )  postu-
lates that the stimulus media might not be the most crucial factor "if the 
clinician is highly skilled with much experience and natural ability in 
working with normal children. " 
The most recent study concerning .the effects of �timulus media on 
language behavior was carried out by Webb (1 972) . Language samples were 
evoked from each of ten five-y�ar-old child�en under four conditions .  These 
were: (1 )  while talking about toy s ,  (2) in response to fifteeen verbal directives ,  
(3) while describing self-generated pictures ,  and (4) while engaged in free 
play . Free play language samples were obtained through methods oFradio 
telemetry. The LCI was the linguistic measurement tool utilized. Results in-
dicated that mean LCI scores for verbal directives and self-generated pictures 
were equivalent and significantly higher than mean LCI scores for either toys 
or radio telemetry . Further analysis , however, indicated that verbal directives 
were more stable than child-generated pictures while both were consistently 
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superior to toys and radio telemetry. For diagnostic purposes , then, the 
stimulus method of verbal directive would seem recommended, though it is 
obvious that young children can get linguistically involved in child-generated 
pictures . Child--generated pictures may, therefore , be of great utility in 
. 
. 
various therapies and educational attempts and be of lesser utility and con-
venience in diagnostic· evaluations . 
Fransecky ( 1969)  was likewise interested in visual-verbal relationships 
in his work with ioo black migratory children in first, secon.d an� third grades . 
These- children were involved in a six week summer program where they were 
instructed in the use of instamatic cameras and were encouraged �O· take 
as many pictures as  they wished of themselves and their environ!Ilent • . One 
hundred control subjects , also black migratory children, were not enrolled 
in the program.  Criterion measures for judging the worth of the program 
consisted of 11 standardized tests , selected subtests ,  and specifically devised 
instruments • •  � . The oral language responses of the 100. migrant pupils tested 
indicated a majority of the the migrant youth -in the control groups were well 
below the median performance expected , while the pupils in the experimental 
classess scored slightly above the norm . 11 More sophisticated analysis of 
the results was not offered in Fransecky's report though he does suggest 
that a detailed analysis would probably result in 11  significant differences  11 
between the experimental subjects and those in the control . 
Three recent visual literacy research projects have involved picture 
sequences , of which the present investigation is a sequel . 
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Strandberg and Griffith ( 1969 )  studied the effects of training in visual 
literacy on verbal language behavior . Specifically , they attempted to de-
termine if visual behavior could facilitate verbal behavior in four- and five-
year-old children . All subjects were given training on the independent use 
of a Kodak Instamatic I 54 catnera; all took pictures on three occasions: 
once of pictured toys ,· once at home , and then again at home . Between the 
second and third .sess
.
ions the experimental group received training in visual 
sequencing activities. Language samples were evoked from each subject 
at each of the three sessions and were measured by the Length-Complexity 
Index (LCI) , the Spontaneity Index, Total Number of Words (TNW) , and 
Number of Different Words (NDW) . The results of the study were: 
I. Significantly longer and structurally more complex utter­
ances were obtained when the children talked about self­
generated sequences than when they talked ·about specified 
individual objects. 
2 .  Visual literacy training significantly increased the length 
and complexity of the subjects' language responses . 
3 .  Verbal langua;Je was significantly more spontaneous when 
the children describing pictures taken at home as opposed 
to pictures taken of the toys . 
· 
4 .  The LC! seemed to be the most sensitive measure to language 
changes brought about by visual literacy training . 
5. Children do sequence pictures without special training. 
Their study , then, indicated the importance of child-generated ma -
terials and sequential training in the teaching of visual literacy_. 
Examination of the child-generated sequences from the Strandberg and 
Griffith study brought about intriguing observations. Children seemed to 
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sequence pictures differently than adults . Some children would sequence 
two or more totally dissimilar pictures. Not only did the children appa­
rently perceive different relationships in the pictures than the adults , but 
the length of the sequence was often no indication of the length and com­
plexity of the verbal output the children would use in describing their 
seqte nces . The conc.lusion from these observations was that visual literacy 
might be quite different for the child than for the adult, ·and a sequel study 
was undertaken by Strandberg, Griffith and Miner (Miner , 1970). The purpose 
of this investigation was to determine if adults could reliably scale both 
child- and adult-generated picture sequences and to assess the relationship 
between verbal syntax and visual syntax. The investigators prepar:ed twenty 
adult picture sequences using commercially prepared materials to serve as 
adult-generated sequences . These sequences were shown to three four-year­
old children to evoke language samples . The LC! (Miner , 1968) was used 
to measure the length and complexity of verbal output since its worth as a 
measurement tool had been demonstrated in �he Strandberg and Griffith study. 
A second set of twenty stimuli cam from allowing preschool children to generate 
their .own sequences . The children talked about their self-generated sequences 
and LC! scores were again obtained. 
A ·panel of adult judges interested in childhood education then rated the 
sequences according to the psychological scaling methodology of equal-appearing 
intervals. One panel of judges rated the adult-generated sequences, another 
scaled the child-generated. Ratings were made on the degree of visual syntax 
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ea oh sequence portrayed .  The investigators defined visual syntax as  "the 
ability to string pictures together for the purpose of telling a story. "  Results 
of the study indicated that adults can scale adult-generated sequences to a 
high degree of reliability; that is , the adults tended to rank order the adult 
sequences in the same manner. Also adult observers can scale child-generated 
sequences ,  but wi�h less reliability , or in other word s ,  a much larger number 
of adult observers would be required to achieve as  stable a rank ordering of 
the child-generated sequences a s  that existing for the adult sequences •
. 
There was an extremely weak; positive correlation between the children ' s  
LCI values for either the adult- or child-generated sequences and the manner 
in which the adult .observers rated both kinds of sequences for visual syntax. 
The LCI s�ores of the children's sequences were significantly higher than 
the LCI scores of the adult-generated sequences . This last finding was in 
keeping with ' the results of the Strandberg and Griffith study just cited . 
. In summary, then, prior visual l iteracy research has indicated the follow-
ing generalizations: 
l. Children who receive visual literacy training talk in longer 
and structurally more complex utterances when describing 
picture sequences than do· children who receive no training . 
2. Children use longer and more complex language in explaining 
self-generated sequences than when describing adult-generated 
' sequences . 
3 .  Adults agree highly with other adults a s  to what constitutes 
a ·visually literate sequences but do not agree as  highly with 
children . 
4 .  .,_There is an extremely weak , positive correlation between LCI 
scores and adult scale values for both kinds of sequences .  
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Though· the studies just reviewed have yielded valuable information l 
concerning the effects of visuals on children , the importance of continued 
research to assess other unknown areas becomes increasingly evident . 
In summary this chapter has served as  a three-fold review. Initiall y  the 
six types of psychological scaling methodologies were briefly explained . 
Because the method of paired comparisons requires only minimal observer 
sophistication , this method was indicated as  the one most suitable to the 
present investigation and a review of previous use of the method with young 
children was offered . Previous visual l iteracy research was then outlined 
and the need to investigate the abilities of young children to psychologically 
scale visual sequences was indicated. 
CHAPTER III 
Procedure 
I .  Selection of Subjects 
Forty chi�dren between the ages of four years , six months and four years , 
eleven months served as  subjects for this investigation.  These children were 
chosen from the available population of preschool children in the East-Central 
Illinois area . The sources from which the children were obtained were typically 
nursertes., day care centers , or kindergarten programs; sources were selected 
on the basis of their willingness to cooperate. The children used from each 
source were randomly selected from those meeting the age criterion and the 
number of children from each source is listed in the following tabl e .  
TABLE I 
LIST OF SOURCES FROM WHICH SUBJECTS WERE SELECTED 
Source Location N 
Mark Twain Elementa-ry Kindergarten Charleston 4 
Mrs . Armstrong's Day Care Center Charleston 4 
Mrs . Phillips' Nursery School Charleston 3 
Mrs . Swickard' s Nursery School Charleston 5 
Mrs . Van Belrehem ' s  Nursery School Charleston 2 
Methodist Day Care Center Charleston 1 
Central CommunHy Church Mattoon 3 
Adult Extension Center Nursery School Mattoon 6 
La Petite Academy Mattoon . 5 
Funland· Nursery School Effingham 4 
Colonel Wolfe School-cross validation Champaign 6 
Other 3 
4 6 Total 
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Six plack subjects of the same chronological age were available from 
an experimental learning program affiliated with the University of Illinois in 
Champaign , Illinois . The six were used in a cross validation study. 
II. Examiner 
Research by Cowan et al ( 1967) has demonstrated that the examiner can 
be a crucial variable in an investigation . Therefore·, the investigator carried 
out all testing with the children including eleiciting and scoring all language 
samples . This precaution paired with the use of standard instructions and 
prompting attempted to minimize examiner bia s .  An assistant was present 
at each testing session to operated the equipment . 
III . Selection of Stirn uli 
Twenty picture sequences were used in this investigation; there were ten 
adult-generated sequences and ten child-ge�erated sequences . The ten adult­
generated sequences were randomly selected from thirty-fi've sequences which 
had been prepared in previous visual literacy research projects conducted at 
:Eastern Illinois University. These sequences consisted of three inch by 
three inch commercially ·prepared pictures from Kodak ' s  Photo Discovery Sets . 
The sequences ranged in length from two to six pictures .  The ten child-generated 
pictures sequences , also made up of three inch by three inch picture s ,  were 
randomly selected from 309 existing child-generated sequences . These se-­
quences were also the result of previous research projects and also ranged 
in length from two to six pictures . Use of these ten adult- and ten child-gemated 
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sequences was carefully planned into previous research , making the present 
investigation a sequel to prior visual literacy research conducted at F.astern 
Illinois University. 
After the twenty sequences were selected they were photographed and 
prepared into slide form . Since the sequences ranged in length from two to 
six pictures all were prepared at a constant image size of six pictures;  that 
is , once the camera was in focus for a six pictures sequence it was not re­
adjusted to take a larger image of shorter sequences .  Two identical slides 
were prepared for each sequence since two sets of stimuli were needed for 
the investigation . A constant image size was maintained in both set s .  
N .  Equipment 
A Rheem Califone tape recorder ,  Model 70-TEP was used to record the 
language responses as  the children talked about the sequences . 
As demonstrated in the second review section of Chapter II, most older 
paired comparison studies resulted in the cumbersome and inefficient manage­
ment of stimul i .  The methodological problems encountered in the use of 
paired comparisons in this investigation were solved with the purchasing of 
two Kodak Ektagraphic RA-960 projectors . These projectors differ from other 
carousel models. in that they have unique random access retrieval systems 
which allow an operator to call forth any of eghty slides in any desired order 
in four seconds or less . Since only twenty sequences (the ten adult- and ten 
child-generated) and , thus_, twenty slides , were used in the present investi­
gation the selection time for any.desired slide was even further reduced . 
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Through the· coordination of the two slide projectors visual sequences were 
presented in a quick and effective manner to be scaled. The search time 
for any desired pair of sequences was approximately two or three second s .  
Total testing time for each subject was about thirty minutes .  The success of 
the methodology indicated its future application in needed areas of psycho­
logical scaling research projects with young children.  
An IBM 360 computer was utilized during data analysis . 
V .  Language Measure 
As emphasized by Webb (1972) several measurement strategies exist 
from which linguistic analysis may be made . The Length-Complexity Index 
or LC! has , however, been demonstrated to be the most sensitive tool to 
linguistic changes brought about by the stimulus , and was ,  therefore , the 
logical choice of measurement for use in this investigation . More is known 
about its statistical and linguistic characteristics than about any other 
linguistic tool (Miner, 19 70; Barlow and Miner, 1969; Hon, 1 9 70 ) . Scoring 
procedures adhered to those outlined by Miner (1969) . 
VI.  Methodology 
.The present investigation occurred in three basic phases:  Phase I in­
volved eliciting and scoring a language sample for each of the twenty sequence; 
Phase II involved having the children scale the sequenc.es for visual syntax; 
and Phase III involved a cross validation of the visual syntax scaling. 
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Phase I 
Ten of the forty children in the initial experimental population were 
randomly selected to talk about the twenty sequences . Each of the ten 
children was randomly assigned to view one adult-generated sequence and 
one child-generated sequence. Each child was seen individually. In as  
quiet a testing environment as  possible and in a room with reduced l ighting 
each subject was seated approximately four feet from a slide screen . with 
the examiner. The assistant was six to eight feet from the screen with one · 
projector since only one was needed in this phase of testing . 
Whether the child first viewed an adult sequence or a child sequence 
was also randomized . Verbal directives to the child were: 
�ometimes pictures can tell stories . When you see pictures 
in your books at home, then you know what's happening in the 
story. We brought pictures with us today and our pictures tell 
stories , too, but we don't have a story to go with our pictures .  
Make up a story about the pictures and tell that story to m e .  
On  viewing the second sequence the child was told': 
Here are some more pictures that tell a story . Make up a ­
nother story to tell about these pictures---just like you did 
before . 
· 
All lcinguage samples were tape recorded, transcribed , and linguistically 
analyzed according to the LCI. Strandberg and Griffth ( 1969) had earlier 
proven its worth in assessing visual-verbal relationships . 
Phase II 
So that the remaining thirty children from the initial experimental popu-
lation might scale the sequences for visual syntax, two projectors were needed 
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for Phase II. Again each child was seen individually and was seated 
with the examiner while an assistant operated the equipment . The in-
structions to the child during this phase of investigation were: 
Sometimes pictures can tell stories . When you see pictures 
in your books at hom e ,  then , you know what's happening in 
the story. We brought lots of pictures with us today and our 
pictures tell storie s .  You'll see two picture stories at the same 
time. We want you to tell us which one tells the best story or 
which one you would rather hear a story about ,. Here are two 
picture stories . Which of these tells the best story- - this one 
or this one ? 
Thus , each child was involved in a simple pointing task.  Each of the 
twenty sequences was paired in every possible combination with the other 
sequences and the child simply indicated which of each pair disp�ayed 
more visual syntax. Each child viewed 190 .Pairings of slides; there were 
190  different ways the twenty sequences could go together. These 190 
pairings represented the following: 45 pairings where adult sequences were 
paired with adult sequences; 45 pairings where child sequences were paired 
with child sequences; and 100  pairings where adult sequences were paired 
with child sequences . If the child showed signs of tiring he was allowed 
a short break after 100  pairings and then resumed the scaling task . 
Phase III 
The task for the six black subjects was the same as  that just explained . 
They did not describe the picture sequences , but only scaled them for visual 
syntax. 
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VII. Statistical Analysis 
The questions posed in this investigition were answered according to 
the following analyse s :  
1 .  Can children scale child-generated visual sequences with 
a high degree of reliability ? 
The child sequences paired with each other yielded forty-five such 
.pairings for analysis. After running an initial paired comparisons analysis 
as outlined by Edwards ( 1 9 57) a scale value was obtained for each child-
generated sequences. With an alpha level set at 0 .  05 the scale values 
were utilized to compute a split-half correlation and the Spearman- Brown 
formula was applied as a correction factor for small sample siz e .  
2 . Can children scale adult-generated visual sequences with 
a high degree of reliability ? 
Again forty-five pairings were available for analysis, these repre-
sentirig the _adult sequences apired with the adult sequences .  The analysis 
procedure was like that just explained except that the scale values for the 
adult sequences were manipulated. 
3 .  Do children speak in significantly longer and structurally 
more complex utterances when describing child-generated 
picture sequences than when describing adult-generated 
sQquences ? 
Mean LCI scores were computed for each adult- and child-generated 
seuqnce ar:id were applied to a t-test for. significance of differences . 
4 .  What is the relationship between verbal syntax and visual 
syntax in children 1 s scalings of child-generated sequence s ?  
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A Pearson product moment correlation was run between the LCI scores 
for each of the child-generated sequences and the scale values for the 
aliill1-generated sequences . 
5 .  What is the relationship between verbal syntax and visual 
syntax in children's scalings of adult-generated sequences ? 
This question was answered by doing the same kind of statistical ana-
lysis as· that just described but using the data on the adi.ilt-generated 
sequences. 
6 .  Do a cross validation group of black children rank order 
the adult-generated sequences · in a comparable manner 
as  the initial experimental population? 
Si.X of the thirty children from the initial experimental population 
were randomly selected for comparison purposed with the six blacks .  
A Pearson product moment correlation was computed between the scale 
values for the adult-generated sequences for the two experimental groups 
of six subjects . 
7 .  Do a cross validation group of black children rank order 
the child-generated sequences in a comparable manner 
as  the initial experimental population ? 
The scale values for the six black subjects ' ratings of the child-generated 
sequences were correlated with the same data for six randomly selected white 
subjects . 
CHAPTER N 
Results and Discussion 
Thirty children between the ages of four years , six months and four years , 
eleven months scaled ten adult- and ten child-generated picture sequences 
for visual syntax. Ten additional children of the same chronological age 
talked about the adult and child sequences so the length-complexity scores 
might be obtained . Six black subjects also scaled the twenty sequences 
for visual syntax in a cross validation study. These procedures were carried 
out to an$wer seven specific questions which were posed at the onset of this 
study. This chapter lists those questions , reports the statistical compu-
tations applfed to the obtained data , and interprets the results . 
1 .  Can children scale child-generated 
visual sequences with a high degree 
of reliability? 
The child-generated sequences paired with each other in all possible com-
binations yielded forty-five such pairings for analysis . Application of the 
.data to the paired comparisons analysis outlined by Edwards ( 1957 , p .  1 9-82) 
yielded a scale value for each of the child-generated sequences .  With a de-
sired reliability level of 0 .  95 the scale values were used to compute a split-
half correlation as described by Guilford (1954 , p .  376) . The Spearman-Brown 
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formula (Guilford , 1 954 , p. 3 77-378) was then applied to the obtained relia -
bility coefficient as a correction factor for small sample siz e .  The resultant 
reliability coefficient was + 0 . 9 5 ·, a ·· .ievel which exactly met the level pre-
set by the examiner. The children in the initial experimental population of 
this investigation , then, could scale the child-generated sequences with a 
high degree of reliability. The small judging panel of thirty children agreed 
highly with each other concerning what constituted a visual! literate child-
generated sequence. The th.i:tty children displayed a high degree of internal 
. consiste�cy in that they rank ordered the. child-generated sequenc.es in a 
stable manner. 
2 .  Can children scale adult-generated 
visual sequences with a high degree 
of reliability ?  
. . 
. . : 
Again forty-five pairings were available for analysis , these representing 
the ten adult-generated sequences paired in all possible combinations . 
Scale values for .the adult-generated sequences were once again available 
from the initial computation process described by Edwards f l957 ) . The de-
sired reliability level was again set �t + 0 .  9 5 .  The scale values for the 
adult-generated sequences were utilized in computing a split-half correlation 
and the Spearman-Brown formula was applied to the obtained reliability coef-
ficient as  a correction factor for small sample size. The obtained reliability 
level for the adult-generated was only + 0 .  83 and thus did not meet the de-
sired level which the examiner had established. This level of reliability 
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indicated , then ,  that the children in the investigation could scale adult­
generated picture sequences but with less reliability than when scaling 
child-generated sequences .  That is , a larger number of child obs ervers 
would be requfred to achieve as  stable a rank ordering of the adult sequences 
as  that obtained for the child-generated sequences with a judging panel of 
thirty children.  The initial experimental population did not display as  much 
internal consistency or agreement with each other in the scaling of the 
adult-generated sequences as they had in the scaling of the child-generated 
sequences . It might be concluded , then, that there is some disagreement 
among child observers as to what constitutes a visually literate adult se­
quence . 
Experimenters are able to calculate how many additional observers would 
be required to raise an existing reliability level to that which is desired; 
the method of calculation is that of sequential sampling . Utilizing this method 
the investigator determined that eighty- seven additional observers would be 
needed to raise the existing reliability level of + 0 .  83 to a desired + 0 .  9 5 .  
Only after adding a n  estimated eighty-seven additional child observers to 
the judging panel could there be a rank ordering as  stable for the adult­
generated sequences as that already obtained for the child-generated sequences 
with only thirty observers . 
The significance of these two correlations , 0 .  95  for children's scalings 
of child-generated sequences and 0 .83 .. .for children ' s  scalings of adult-geneiated 
sequ�nces , may take on clearer meaning when contrasted with comparable data. 
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Reliability is a function of sample size. The fewer observers required 
to reach a high degree of reliability, the greater the meaning of the cor-
relation . Recall that through methods of sequential sampling with alpha 
levels set at a constant an investigator can determine how many_ observers 
are needed to reach a desired level of reliability. Re-examination of the 
data from· the Strandberg , Griffith and Miner study (Miner, 1 9  70) in com-
parison with that from the present investigation may be helpful in emphasizing 
the significance of the obtained reliability coefficients of 0 .  95 and 0 .  8 3 .  
Recall that Strandberg , Griffith and Miner investigated adults' abilities to 
scale both child-generated and adult-generated picture sequences .  
Figure 7 represents the number of adult observers from the Strandberg , 
Griffith and Miner study and the number of child observers from the present 
investigation required to scale both adult-generated and child-generated 
picture seq�ences at a reliability level of O .  9 5 .  
J U D  G' I N G  P A N E L "'tj -
0 
1-3 
Adult Child c ::0 tTj 
26 1 1 7  Adult Cf) 
tTj .() 
82 30 Child ;; 
z 
0 tTj C/), 
Figure 7 .  THE NUMBER OF ADULT AND CHILD OBSERVERS REQUIRED 
TO SCALE ADULT- ·  AND CHILD-GENERATED SEQUENCES TO 
A RELIABILITY LEVEL OF + 0 .  9 5 .  
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The following points may be noted from the results of these two 
studies: 
1 .  A small judging panel of .adults can scale adult-generated 
picture sequences to a high degree of reliability. Speci­
fically, only twenty-six adult observers were needed to 
reach a reliability level of 0 .  9 5 .  
2 .  A large number of adult observers are needed to scale child­
generated picture sequences to a reliability level of 0 .  9 5 ,  
the exact number of observers being eighty-two . 
3 .  A small judging panel of thirty children can scale child­
generated visual sequences to a reliability level of 0 .  95 . 
4 .  A much larger number of children are needed to scale adult­
generated sequences to an 0 .  95 level of reliability. Speci-
fically , 1 1 7  children are needed . · 
These four points strongly suggest, then , that there is a mismatch 
between children' s  perceptions of a meaningful picture sequence · and adults ' 
perceptions of a meaningful sequence .  
The significance of the findings of the present investigation concerning 
children ' s  abilities to scale both adult-generated and child-generated 
picture· sequences cannot be over-emphasiz·ed . Many educators and re-
searchers involved in visual literacy have intuitively assumed that visual 
literacy might be different for the child than for the adult. The results of 
the present study support this assumption . To know that thirty children can 
rank order .child-generated sequences to a high degree of reliability but 
cannot rank order adult sequences with the same degree of reliability is 
significant information with important ramifications . The small judging panel 
of thirty children was in high agreement with each other on the child-generated 
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sequences but lacked such strong agreement in scaling the adult-gefferated 
sequences . Children apparently see and value the same elements in child­
generated materials but must not see and value what adults do in adult­
prepared materials .  Conversely, adults apparently see and value the same 
elements in. adult-generated materials but do not see and value what children 
do in child-generated materials as demonstrated by the work of Strandberg, 
Griffith, and Miner • 
. Knowledge of children's abilities to scale visual sequences suggests 
·obvious methodological and academic implications. 
Methodologically , the investigator' s  hypothesis that the te.chnique of 
randomly pairing picture sequences by slide pres entation would �e .effective 
in quantifying the perceptual impact of visual stimuli on young children was 
confirmed. Older paired comparison studies involved cumbersome and in­
efficient mana�ment of stimuli. Reliability levels , if reported,  were con­
sistently low - usually 0 . 43 of les s  (Clifford, 1 95 9 )  • . These low-level 
reliability levels would seem to suggest one ."or more of the following point s :  
( 1 )  failure of the investigators to analyze the data in the most efficient manner; 
(2) the effect of the poor presentation methods on the children's  scaling abi­
lities; or (3) children's actual inabilities to scale the stimuli under examination .  
The success of the procedure in the present study might suggest more of the 
first two points than the last in older paired comparison studies. In the present 
investigation the procedure proved itself quick , practical and efficient; data 
analysis resulted in an accurate and comprehensive picture of the findings .  
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The success of the procedure and analysis of this study, then, would suggest 
similar applications in future investigations .  Investigators now have a tool 
to as sess effectively the perceptual impact of many kinds of stimuli on even 
the very young observer. Such stimuli might include drawings , art projects , 
photographs ,  and numerous other forms of visual stimuli .  
In terms of academic success two points should be stressed concerning 
the findings of this study .: 
First ,  the results of the present investigation were consistent with the 
assumptions and findings of previous researchers in visual literacy, a fact 
which lends support to the present study. 
Secondly, as previously mentioned, there appears to be a mismatch be­
tween adults • and children ' s  perceptions . This mismatch exerts itself in 
the planning and execution of educational programs . . Demonstration of such 
mismatches in the present study indicates important implications in terms of 
learning theory. Recall from Chapter I that discrimination learning occurs as  
a child becomes increasingly skilled in attending to relevant environmental 
cues such as  size ,  shape or color'. In the ciassroom the teacher provides 
these cues for learning either through commercially- or self-prepared materials .  
Mismatches between the perceptions of the teacher and her students makes 
the teaching-learning process less than optimal . Because the present investi­
gation has demonstrated the visual literacy, or cue attention , is different for 
the child than for the adult the need for future research becomes apparent. 
The questions of "What is visual literacy for the child ? "  or "What are relevant 
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visual cues ? 1 1  become increasingly important as more is revealed about how 
little is known about what visuals do to children. As these questions become 
answered educators will be in a better position to make visual experiences 
meaningful for their students . Not only will they be able to select relevant 
visual stimuli for use in the classroom but they will also be in a position 
to evaluate adequately the work of their student s .  
3 .  Do children speak in significantly longer 
and structurally more complex utterances 
when describing child-generated sequences 
than when describing adult-generated se­
quences ? 
Each of the children who participated in Phase II of this investigation 
viewed one adult and one child-generated picture sequences . The language 
samples which were evoked as  the children generated stories about the se-
quences were recorded, transcribed , and linguistically analyzed according 
to the Length-Complexity Index (Miner, 1968) . A mean LCI score ... was thus 
obtained for each adult- and child-generated sequence.  A t -test was applied 
to the mean LC! scores to determine whether the scores for tre child-generated 
sequences were statistically significantly higher than the scores for the adult-
generated sequences . A nonsignificant .1 of. - 0 . 40 with nine degrees of freedom 
was obtained indicanting that the children in this investigation did not speak 
in significantly onger and structurally more complex utterances when de-
scribing the ten child-generated sequences tra n when describing the ten 
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adult-generated sequences . The finding of nonsignificant difference in the 
present investigation was not compatible with the results of previous visual 
literacy projects . As reported in Cahpter II ,  in previous research the children 
had used singificantly longer and structurally more compiex language when 
describing child-generated sequence than when describing adult-generated 
sequences . 
One explanation of the nonsignificant differences in the present study 
may lie in examination of the subjects and stimuli used • .  Recall that in pre­
vious studies the child-generated sequences were self-generated , i . e .  each 
child took his own picture s ,  sequenced them , and then talked about his self­
generated materia l s .  In the present investigation , however , the children 
were not describing sequences tre y had generated themselve s .  They talked 
about sequences made up by other children of the same chronological age. 
The subjects in this study did not have a personal investment in the pictures 
and consequently may not have become as  linguistically involved in the task 
of telling a story as  the children in previous investigations . One might ex-
pect that a young child of four years would use complex language when describing 
materials he had generated hi'rnself and had a deep interest in especially when 
one recalls that the self-generated sequences from previous studies were tre 
result of the child having and operating his own camera independent of adult 
constraints . Such an unusual experience might certainly act a s  a language 
catalyst. There also appears to be the possibility that the same four-year-old 
child might not get as  l inguistically involved when describing sequences tha t 
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were not self-generated in that the personal involvement would be lacking . 
An investigation similar to the present one at several age levels might in­
dicate an emergent age level at which children are able to talk about child­
generated sequences with similar length and complexity as  when talking 
about self-generated sequences .  
An alternate explanation , and one which might appear more acceptable 
in view of previous research , may be evident when considering the mathe­
matical factor involved in the analysis of the question. Since all ten adult 
sequences and all ten child sequences were grouped in the analysis it becomes 
impossible to assess the possible differential effect the various sequences 
might have had upon language behavior. If the children in this investigation 
had spoken in significantly longer and structurally more complex language when 
describing highly syntactical child picture sequences than when describing 
highly syntactical adult sequences but did not speak in significantly more 
complex language when describing child sequences with low visual scale 
values than when desctibing comparable adult sequences the differential 
effects may have cancelled each other out. That is , the less complex lan­
guage on the child sequences with little visual syntax would have lessened 
. the weighting of the .highly complex language on child sequences with much 
visual syntax, if such differences actually existed in the study. The grouping 
of the sequences would thus make it impossible to accurately assess the 
visual-verbal relationship in the present investigation . Only after further 
investigation could the dift'erential effects of visual syntax on verbal language 
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behavior be· clearly establi�hed. 
With the limited information presently available the generate conclusion 
cannot be made , tre n ,  that children will speak in longer and more complex 
utterances when describing child-generated sequences than when describing 
adult-generated sequences , though such may be the case when the subjects 
and sequences with specific degrees of visual syntax are under investigation . 
Further study into the differential effects of various sequences on verbal be-
havior should allow more accurate conclusion· . 
4 .  What is the relationship between verbal 
sytnax and visual syntax in children ' s  
·scalings of adult-generated sequence s ?  
From the language samples evoked from the ten subjects in Phase II as  
they viewed the adult-generated sequences an LCI score was obtained for 
each adult sequence and from the scaling procedure completed by ttie children 
in Phase I a visual scale value was also obtained for each adult sequence.  
The mean LCI scores and scale values were the measurements used in answer-
ing the above question. A Pearson product moment correlation was computed 
between these mean LCI scores and scale values for the adult-generated se-
quel'l:ces . The resulting correlation coefficient was -0 . 43 , a value which 
indicated only a chance or random relationship bet�een the variables . In this 
investigation , then , there was no significant relationship between measures 
of verbal syntax and visual syntax among the adult-generated sequences . 
That is to say that there was no statistically significant rank ordering for tre 
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two variables . Knowledge of a value for one of the variables would not allow 
a relaible prediction of the value of the second variable. 
5 .  What is the relationship between verbal 
syntax and visual syntax in children 1 s 
scalings of child-generated sequences ? 
This question was answered by doing the same kind of statistical analysis 
as that just described but using the data for the child-generated sequences .  
Specifically the LCI socres for the child sequences were correlated with the 
scale values for the child sequences utilizing the Pearson product moment cor-
relation. The resulting correlation coefficient was four to be -0 . 2 5 ,  a value 
· that again indicated a chance or random relationship between the variables . 
There was , then, no significant relationship between measures of visual and 
verbal syntax among the child-generated sequences a_nd once again knowledge 
of the value of one variable would not allow reliable prediction of the value 
of the second • . 
To put these findings into perspective compare them to those of the Strand-
berg, Griffith and Miner study (Miner, 1 9 70) . In their study a high , positive 
- relationship exsited between measures of visual and verbal syntax when the 
measures were based on responses from subjects describing their self-generated 
sequences . The magnitude of the relationship was higher for child-generated 
sequences that adult-generated sequence s .  According to the present study, 
however, the nature of the relationship changes drastically when those measure-
ments are based on child- as opposed to self-generated sequences .  Specifically a 
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less than chance relationship exists . The present study would suggest that 
this low reliability level would hold true for either type· of stimuli employed 
in the present investigation, namely child- or adult-generated sequences .  
. 
. 
6 .  Does a cross validation group of black child-
ren rank order the adult-generated sequences 
in a comparable manner a s  the initial experi­
mental population ? 
Methodolog�cally, the answer· to this question involved a direct repli-
cation of the Phase I experimental procedure except using black children 
instead of white children as subjects . Six black children between the ages 
of foµr years , six months and four years , eleven months were avaUa_ble from 
a nearby nursery school porgram which met the same criterio for selection of 
subjects as did the initial experimental population . From the population of 
white subjects in Phase I six were randomly selected for comparison purposes 
with the black children . The resulting Pearson product moment correlation co-
efficient derived from the scale values for the adult-generated sequences for 
.· 
the two experimental groups was 0 .  O S .  :A weak correlation of this magnitude · 
indic.ates the lack of a stable rank ordering among the variables , or an only 
.random or chance relationship . Such a . correlation would seem to indicate. ·  
that the black children either could not scale the adult sequences with any 
acceptable degree of reliability or that they could relaibly scale them but in 
a different manner than the white children.  Which of these two possibilities 
was in operation in the present investigation is impossible to assess ·since 
a correlation coefficient was not availalbe for the black children's scalings of 
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the adult sequences . Such could not be computed due to an insuggicient 
number of black subjects . Thus·, only a tentative explanation can be offered 
for the randon correlation between the black and white children• s scalings of 
the adult sequences . Controlled observations of the response latencies , 
. 
' 
examination of the coefficients of consistency and correlation coefficients 
for a larger number of black children 1 s scalings of adult-generated sequences 
.would hield a more complete picture of the similarities a·nd differences between 
the scaling abilities of black and white children . If an examine.r could assess 
·that the b.lack children could scale the adult-generated sequences. with a high 
degree of reliability and then discovered an only chance or rand<?� relationship 
between the two groups scalings , it might be hypothesized that .the · s�quences 
had differential effects on the scaling abilities of the two groups·, or in other 
word s ,  it would then appear that there was disagreement among black children 
and white children concerning what constitutes a visual! l iterate adult-generated 
sequence .  Further investigation into the scaiing abilities of the black children 
is indicated . 
7 .  Does a cross validation group of black child­
ren rank order the child-generated sequences 
in a comparable manner as  the initial experi­
mental population? 
Methodologically,  the same procedure as  that just described was employed 
but the stimuli under investigation were the child-generated sequenc e .  Spe-
cifically scale values for the .six black subjects for the child-generated seqt.e nces 
were correlated with the same data for six randomly selected white subjects from 
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Phase I .  The resulting Pearson r was +0 . 70 which i s  significant beyond the 
level of chance .  There was then some degree of rank ordering between the scale 
values for the black children' s  ratings of the child-generated sequences and the 
scale values for the white children ' s  ratings of child-generated sequences . 
Since the investigator had previously found that the white subjects could scale 
the . child-generated sequences to a high degree of reliability (O . 9 5) a corre­
lation of 0 .  70 in the present analysis with such a small sample size might 
seem to suggest that the child-generated sequences yielded a comparable per-
. ceptual i�pact on both experimental groups .  In other words , it might appear 
that the black children were scaling the child-generated sequenc�s with some 
degree of reliability. Again such a reliability coefficient for the blac)< child­
ren's scalings of the child-generated sequences could not be computed on the 
small sample size of six , so only a tentative explanation of the 0 .  70 correlation 
is possibl e .  One might logically hypothesize , though , that increasing the 
number of black and white subjects beyond six would .increase the magnitude 
of the correlat�on . If the correlation did increase s ignificantly_ with an increase 
in sample size it would appear that both black and white observers agree among 
themselves and with each other concerning what constitutes a visually l iterate 
ehild-generated sequence .  
Further investigation into black children ' s · abilities to scale both adult­
and child-generated visual sequences for visual ·§iyntax and comparisons of 
their abilities with those of white children would seeming! y yield information 
of great .importance in educational planning . 
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In suprniary, the major findings of this investigation were that young 
children can scale child-generated sequences to a high degree of reliability 
and can scale adult-generated sequences but with less reliability. These two 
findings paired with tre Strandberg, Griffith and Miner fMiner, 1 9  70) findings 
that adults can scale adutl-generated sequences with a ·'liigh degree of re-
liability and child sequences with less reliability demonstrate that a mismatch 
exists' between adults'  and children's perception s .  In other words , visual 
literacy is different for the child than for the adult. 
Additional findings were that LCI scores for child sequences were not 
significanlty higher than LCI socres for adult sequences which might indi-
cate either the effect of no personal involvement in the child sequences or 
the differential effects of sequences with varying degrees of visual syntax 
on verbal language behavior. Also there was not a statistically significant 
relationship between visual and verbal syntax for either kind of sequence in 
. . 
'this investigation . A cross validation involving six black subjects indicated 
the need for additional research concerning black children's abilities to scale 
both adult-· and child-generated sequences . 
In addition to investigating the effect of visual sequences on young child-
ren this investigation also served to assess the research utility of the metho-
dology. Presenting randomized pairs of visual stimuli by slide presentation 
proved the method to be quick , efficient and applicable to future research 
projects . 
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Implications for Future Research 
During the course of this investigation one thought remained constant, 
1. e .  that v\suals are powerful mediato'rs of learning yet l ittle is known about 
their effects of the learning child. With the finding that perceptual mismatches 
exist between adults and children the need for identification of relevant learn­
ing cues . for the child becomes evident . The need for asses sing the parameters 
of visual literacy for the child appears a must. 
One investigator from Eastern Illinois University 'Hipskind , 19  72) has 
recently become involved in an investigation that could lead educators one 
step closer to identifying these meaningful parameters of picture. sequences . 
She is attempting to make physiological measurements of a child ' s  eye move­
emtns whµe attending to visual stimuli as he views adult- and child-generated 
picture sequence s .  
Other research attempts should follow in an effort to make the use of 
visuals in early childhood education more fitted to the child.  The logic of 
applying the methodology of the present investigation to the assess�ent of 
the perceptual impact of all kinds of stimuli on young observers also becomes 
evident . 
The following specific research needs are evident: 
1 .  Further assessment of the visual-verbal relationship is strongly indi­
cated in light of the present investigation in comparison with the Strandberg , 
Griffith and Miner study 'Miner, 19 70) While they found that children spoke in 
more complex language when describing self -generated sequences than when 
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describing adult-generated sequences , the present investigator found that 
there was no significant differences between the language children used in 
describing either a child- or adult-generated sequence. Whether the lack of 
self involvement brought about the nonsignificant differences remains to be 
seen . It may be that only older children are capable of using similarly complex 
language when describing· either a child- or self-generated picture sequence .  
An alternate hypothesis that also warrants investigation is that adult- and 
child-generated sequences representing varying degrees of visual syntax may 
yiled differential effects on. children ' s  language . It may be that nonsignificant 
.language differences exist between adult and child sequences when those se-
quences have received low scale values for visual syntax whereas significant 
language pifferences between adult and child sequences may exist when both 
kinds of sequences have recieved high scale values for visual syntax. 
2 � Furtlier investigation is needed into the abilities of black children to 
. . 
scale both adult- and child-generated picture sequences for visual syntax. 
Also, ·there is need for assessing the abilities of visual behavior to facii'itate 
verbal behavior in black children . 
CHAPTER V 
Summary and Conclusions 
Ninety per cent of a child's learning occurs through interrelation of the 
eyes with other sensory modalities (Debes , 1 9 6 8) . Much of this visually 
oriented learning might be called discrimination learning . Discrimination 
· learning 9ccurs as  a child becomes increasingly skilled in attending to 
relevant environmental cues such as siz e ,  shape , and color and when he 
learns to make appropriate discriminations based upon those cu�.s .. · H follows , 
then, that when relevant rather than irrelevant cues are provided. ·for the 
learner the teaching-learning process is enhanced. In the classroom the 
teacher provides these visual cues for learning but the cues that �he brings 
to the learning experience may not be those which are. most relevant for the 
child since little systematic research has investigated the effects of visuals 
on chi.ldren . The present investigation was carried out a s  one of many logical 
research steps toward identifying meaningful parameters of visuals for the 
learning child . 
The purpose of this investigation was to determine if children could 
reliably scale adult- and child-generated picture sequences for visual syntax 
and to assess the relationship between visual syntax and verbal syntax. 
Seven specific questions were posed at the onset of this investigation: 
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1 .  · Can children scale child-generated visual sequences with 
a high degree of reliability ? 
2 .  Can children scale adult-generated visual sequences with 
a high degree of reliability ? 
3 .  Do children speak in significantly longer and structurally more 
complex utterances when describing child-generated picture 
sequences than when describing adult-generated picture se­
quences ? 
4 .  What is the relationship between verbal syntax and visual 
syntax in children 1 s scalings of child-generated sequences ? 
. 5 .  What is the relationship between verbal syntax and visual 
syntax in children 1 s scalings of adult-generated sequences ?. 
6 .  Does a cross validation group of black children rank order 
the adult-generated sequences in a comparable manner as  
the initial experimental population ? 
7 .  Does a cross validation group of black children rank order 
the child-generated sequences in a comparable manner as  
the initial experimental population?. 
A review of the literature .was three-fold . Initially the six types of 
psychological scaling methodologies were briefly explained and Hie method 
of paired comparisons was indicated as  the preferred method since relatively . . 
naive observers can validly complete the "either-or" scaling ta sk . A review 
of olde·r paired comparison studies ,  however, indicated the cumbersome and 
ineffiecient management of stimuli and the need for a more workable appli-
cation of the paired comparison method was apparent . Review of previous 
visual literacy research resulted in the following general.izations : 
1 .  Visual literacy training increases the length and complexity 
of children' s  language as they describe picture sequences . 
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2 .  Language is more complex when children talk about sequenc.es 
generated themselves than when describing those generated 
by adults . 
3 .  The length of a visual sequence is an unreliable indicator of 
the length and complexity of the oral language the child will 
use in describing either an adult- or child-generated sequences . 
4 .  Adult observers can scale adult-generated picture sequences 
with a high degree of reliability and can scale child-generated 
sequences but with less reliability. 
The procedures employed to answer the questions posed at the onset of 
this .. investigation consisted of the following: 
1 .  Ten adult- and ten child-generated visual sequence� were randomly 
selected from a number of existing sequences . 
2 .  The twenty sequences were prepared into slide form with·. c.are taken 
that a constant image size was maintained . An identical set of slides was 
also prepared and the two sets of duplicate slides were placed int.o each 
of two Kodak Ektagraphic RA 960 projectors . These projectors differ from 
other carousel projectors in that they have random access retrieval system s ,  
a feature which insured quick presentation of the stimuli . 
3 .  Ten children between the ages of four years , six m0nths and four 
years , eleven months talked about the sequences and language samples were 
obtained for linguistic analysis . 
4 .  Thirty children scaled the sequences for visual syntax by the psycho-
logical scaling methodology of paired comparisons . 
5 .  A cross validation group of six black children also scaled the se-
quences for visual syntax. 
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The results of the study warrant the following conclusions: 
1 .  Four-year-old children can scale child-generated visual sequences 
with a high degree :.of reliability . A panel of thirty child observers were 
able to scale the ten child-generated sequences in their forty-five pairings 
with a reliability of 0 .  9 5 .  Thus , children agree highly with each other as 
to the c.onstitution of a visually literate child sequences .  
2 .  Children can also scale adult-generated visual sequences for visual 
syntax but with less reliability than when scaling child-generated sequences . 
That is , a much larger number of children would be required to achieve a ·  rank 
ordeiing as  stable for the adult sequences as that existing for the child se­
quences with only thirty observers . Children, then , though they agree among 
themselves as to the constitution of a visually literate child sequence do not 
agree nearly as  highly with adults . 
If the children in this study had been able to scale the adult-.generated 
sequences with as high a degree of reliability as  that displayed in their scalings 
of the child-generated sequences , it would have appeared that children and 
adults see and value the same elements in a picture arrangement. The children 
did not, however, scale the adult-generated sequences with as  high a degree 
of reliability. In fact there was some disagreement among the child observers 
concerning what constituted a virual.ly literate adult sequence . The children• s 
performances , thus demonstrated that visual literacy or cue attention is dif­
ferent for the child than for the adult. 
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8 .  The. children in this investigation did not speak -in longer and gram­
matically more complex utterances when describing child-generated sequences 
than they did when describing adult sequences . This finding was not in 
keeping
. 
with the results of previous research . Previously significantly higher 
LC! scores were obtained when children described sequences they had gene­
rated themselves as opposed to when they talked about sequences generated 
by adults .  In the present investigation the children were not describing 
self-generated sequences; they were talking about sequences generated by 
other children . The lack of self involvement or the differential effects of 
the visual syntax of the various adult and child sequences may ·have brought 
about the lower LC! scores for the child-generated sequences than had pre­
viously been noted . The general conclusion concerning the visu�t-verbal 
relationship at the present seems to be , then , that children will speak in 
significantly longer and structurally more complex utterances when describing 
self-generated sequences than when describing adult-generated sequences ,  
but may not necessarily talk in longer and more complex language when de­
scribing child-generated sequences than when describing adult sequences 
when the degree of visual syntax each sequences portrays is not taken into 
account or when the involvement of the child is not considered . 
4 .  There was only a random or chance relationship between verbal syntax 
and visual syntax for either an adult- or child-generated sequence in this study. 
5 .  The only tentative results concerning black children 1 s abilities to scale 
both adult and child sequences in comparison to white children suggests further 
research . 
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6 .  The method of randomly pairing picture sequences by slide presenta­
tion was proved to be a practical and effective way of allowing children to 
psychologically scale the stimuli .  The method of paired comparisons is a 
seemingly valid measurement tool for use with even very young children if 
care is taken to present the stimuli to be scaled in an optimal manner. 
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